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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP:
MPOWERING THE STATE

PROGRESS AND MOMENTUM

University of Maryland, College Park
(UMCP). Progress includes:

RESEARCH
Powerful interdisciplinary research teams have
attracted $120 million in new federal grants —
success neither university could have achieved
on its own. Some 65 cross-campus seed
grant research projects have been conducted
— often a precursor to external funding.
Researchers also have formed new alliances
with biopharmaceutical companies and federal

agencies. For example, the University of
Maryland Strategic Partnership’s biotechnology
facility in Shady Grove is developing a vaccine
useful in the fight against cervical cancer.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership: MPowering the State has
significantly increased innovation and
commercialization of university research
findings. Since 2011, 75 startups have launched,
with nearly half of them created in the past
two years.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS
Students have benefited from major
new educational opportunities at both
universities and helped meet workforce
needs. Bioengineering undergraduates in
College Park, for example, work with faculty
mentors in Baltimore’s clinical settings,
developing promising devices. Improved
coordination has strengthened pathways to
professional degrees and programs have been
implemented to enhance student experiences
and to encourage Maryland talent to stay
in Maryland. A new master’s degree in legal
specialties — health care, environmental,
patent, cybersecurity, and homeland security
and crisis management — has expanded
professional offerings for students and helped
meet employers’ needs.

SERVICE TO MARYLAND CITIZENS
Targeted, new research programs include
initiatives to combat the opioid crisis, improve
police-community relations, and provide
transformative treatments for people with
hearing disorders as well as ongoing legal
support to the agricultural community and
a unique outreach to victims of human
trafficking. These initiatives also educate future
leaders in these fields.
INTEGRATION
Partnerships among faculty, staff, and
students have deepened and expanded,
reaching new schools and departments. New
programs and initiatives will continue this
growth. The universities also have broken
ground on their first shared facility in College
Park that features a joint research program in
sports medicine.

On its present path, the University of
Maryland Strategic Partnership: MPowering
the State is set to meet the state’s vision of
a vastly empowered educational-research
enterprise that will help secure economic and
technological competitiveness while serving
the needs of citizens and employers. Some
examples of progress follow.
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Approaching its sixth anniversary
and operating under a new, formal
structure, the University of Maryland
Strategic Partnership: MPowering the
State has gained significant momentum,
delivering enhanced benefits to the
people of Maryland. It continues to
increase the value and impact of the
state’s most powerful public research
institutions — the University of
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) and the

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2016
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP ACT
The collaboration between UMB and
UMCP has increased substantially
over the past year as the institutions
implement the University of Maryland
Strategic Partnership Act of 2016.
The law has formalized the ad hoc
arrangements, led to more alignment
and coordination, and created new
units, funded with the generous support
of Gov. Larry Hogan and the
General Assembly.

CENTER FOR MARYLAND ADVANCED
VENTURES (CMAV)
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IMPACT: CMAV connects and expands existing
programs, spurring economic development
and job creation in Baltimore.
Since funding began in July 2017, an executive
director has been appointed and CMAV is
being integrated into UM Ventures as a series
of initiatives that promote commercialization
of high-potential, university-based discoveries.
Based at the UM BioPark in West Baltimore,
CMAV provides entrepreneurial researchers

with the funding, staff, facilities, and
equipment needed to launch startups. CMAV
staff are managing the Baltimore Fund, which
is a $1 million fund defined by the legislation to
create jobs in Baltimore City by encouraging
university-created or sponsored companies to
locate in the city, and the Maryland Momentum
Fund, a $10 million University System of
Maryland (USM) fund investing in early-stage
companies affiliated with USM.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND CENTER FOR
ECONOMIC AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEVELOPMENT (UMCEED)
IMPACT: UMCEED creates educational degree
programs in high-impact fields to increase
workforce readiness.
Funding began in July 2017, and faculty
and staff are working to develop additional
degree programs in neuroscience, virtual and
augmented reality, biomedical devices, data
analytics, and cybersecurity. An executive
director has been appointed, and UMCEED is
seeking funding from corporate sponsors to
create endowed chairs and other resources
needed to support new degree programs.
TO READ MORE ABOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
LAW, VISIT MPOWER.MARYLAND.EDU.

NEW INITIATIVES

MARYLAND BLENDED REALITY CENTER
IMPACT: Develop innovative applications
of visual computing technology in research,
health care, and athletics.
This new center pairs advances in virtual
and augmented reality in College Park with
clinical, biomedical, and patient care needs
in Baltimore. It will build on initial successes
in venues such as the emergency room.
New applications under study include pain
management, police training to combat
implicit bias, critical care patient diagnostics,
and human anatomy education for health care
providers, patients, and athletes.

OPIOID USE DISORDERS
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH
IMPACT: Develop treatments to address the
opioid epidemic in Maryland and nationwide.
To address the opioid epidemic, this
collaboration will bring together a
comprehensive team of researchers at both
universities, including the UMB schools of
medicine, nursing, pharmacy, social work, and
dentistry. They will be paired with experts
in College Park’s programs in psychology,
criminology, biology, epidemiology, and
biostatistics, its Center for Substance Abuse
Research, and the related National Drug Early
Warning System.

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN
COCHLEAR IMPLANTS
IMPACT: Intended to make Maryland the
premier international source for cochlear
implant training, research, and medical care.
This new collaboration will extend
progress in the field of cochlear implants
at both universities. The goal is to combine
educational training, clinical services, and
biomedical research into a new era of
personalized hearing rehabilitation.

POLICING PARTNERSHIP
IMPACT: Advance police-community relations
through new training programs for law
enforcement and future leaders in the field.
This new partnership will develop training
programs for police departments nationwide.
It also will develop certificate and master’s
programs in community policing. Not only
will this initiative draw on both universities’
expertise, but it also will work closely with the
Maryland Blended Reality Center.

HEALTH INFORMATICS AND DATA SCIENCE
SPECIALTY FOR UNDERGRADUATES
IMPACT: Create degree programs in the
growing field of health informatics.
The schools of nursing and dentistry at
UMB will partner with UMCP’s iSchool to
develop a health informatics specialization for
undergraduates and other possible degree
programs for the next generation of health
care professionals.
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The University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership: MPowering the State
has launched the latest of its crossuniversity “big ideas” projects. These
represent a new, much deeper level of
collaboration, involving more schools
and departments. Notably, these five
projects will have significant crossover,
so progress in one area can be put
to use in others.

CUTTING-EDGE CENTER AT NEW COLE FIELD
HOUSE WILL FOCUS ON TRAUMATIC BRAIN
INJURY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY
From the playing fields of the Big Ten Conference to the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan, traumatic
brain injury (TBI) has become a pressing medical issue. Yet those at risk aren’t just athletes strapping
on football helmets or soldiers climbing into Humvees — they are drivers navigating highways, children
turning cartwheels in the yard, and the elderly navigating tricky stairs.

In 2013, more than 2.8 million emergency
room visits, hospitalizations, and deaths were
associated with TBI, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. And as
awareness and reporting of these injuries rise, so
do questions for researchers.
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“What factors control the different recovery
rates for TBI?” asks University of Maryland,
College Park (UMCP) biology professor Elizabeth
Quinlan, PhD. “What can be done to reduce risk
and optimize recovery?”
The Center for Sports Medicine, Health and
Human Performance in the new Cole Field House
at UMCP will be at the forefront of tackling this
public health problem and advancing the science
of sport in a partnership with the University of
Maryland, Baltimore (UMB).
The center’s research, co-directed by Quinlan
and Alan Faden, MD, the David S. Brown

Professor in Trauma at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine at UMB, will
bring together the scientific expertise of UMCP
with the clinical and research capabilities of
UMB’s professional schools. It is a collaboration
through the University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership: MPowering the State initiative.
“The breadth and scope of this center is
well beyond what currently exists in other
sports performance centers,” Faden says.
“It is intended to harness unique and
complementary capabilities across the two
universities.”
The new Cole, expected to be completed in
2019, brings academics and entrepreneurship,
football operations, and athletic training
together under one roof. It will provide more
than 40,000 square feet of research and
clinical space for experts in neuroimaging,
genomics, and biomechanics, in addition to a

center for orthopaedic care and TBI treatment, which
together will translate advances from the lab to the
broader community.
Kevin Plank, a 1996 UMCP graduate and the founder
and CEO of Under Armour, Inc., pledged $25 million
to launch the project and has called the new center
an opportunity to “define a new era for Maryland.”
The driving focus of that new era will be to address
one of the most important medical issues of
modern life.
“A significant percentage of the population will
suffer a head injury,” Faden says. “The number of
individuals affected is considerably larger than
previously recognized, and the negative outcomes
are often longer sustained than generally
appreciated by physicians.”
These injuries can cause depression, sleep disorders,
and cognitive decline and adversely impact a victim’s
ability to function.

ELIZABETH QUINLAN

COLE FIELD HOUSE

“Each of these potential therapies may tap into
the same mechanisms to promote plasticity,”
Quinlan says. “When is the most important
time to learn? When you are stressed, when
you are challenged, when you are in ‘fight or
flight’ mode.”
Researchers at the new center, with its
community of scientists and clinicians, will
explore the details of these processes by
creating enhanced diagnostic tools and using
“big data” computing capabilities to map
the brain’s complex metabolic pathways and
neuronal connections.

“We will utilize a wide array of advanced
research tools to study the mechanisms that lead
to cell death or cell dysfunction after brain injury,
with the goal of improving recovery and limiting
disability,” Faden says.
Already, $3 million in MPowering the State funds
have been invested to address novel approaches
to head injury and promote collaborations
between UMCP and UMB faculty. Research areas
include functional mapping of brain activity,
spinal cord injury repair, and the effect of TBI on
human genes and microbes.
That is the center’s starting point. But the true
benefit, Quinlan says, is opening a door to a
fuller understanding of the human brain.
“The collection of experts from diverse fields will
allow us to approach problems in an exciting and
highly interdisciplinary way,” she says.

ALAN FADEN
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Even though adult brains are much less
“plastic” than those of children, research
shows how some flexibility can be reactivated
post-injury. For example, exercise, intermittent
fasting, and cognitive training have the
capability to limit the consequences of brain
injury and facilitate recovery.

ECONOMIC
PROGRESS
Cross-university collaboration grows the
innovation economy in Maryland and fuels
the state’s reputation as an international
intellectual and commercialization leader. The
University of Maryland Strategic Partnership:
MPowering the State is actively transitioning
research from the lab to the marketplace.
TECH TRANSFER AND
COMMERCIALIZATION: UM VENTURES
IMPACT: UM Ventures brings scientific discoveries
and inventions to the marketplace and guides the
formation of startup companies, fostering economic
development and creating jobs.
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UM Ventures combines the entrepreneurial resources
at both institutions to commercialize university
inventions and launch successful university startups.
Faculty-invented products and services include
agricultural products, software, medical devices,
sensors, and drugs. UM Ventures’ successes include
75 startups created since 2011, with nearly half of
the companies created in the last two years.
				GROWTH

			

FY17

FY 2011 to 2017

Invention Disclosures

322

56%

Licenses		

65

132%

Startups		 14

180%

SEE MORE ABOUT UM VENTURES ON PAGE 8.

MIHAI POP AND TODD TREANGEN | CENTER FOR HEALTH-RELATED INFORMATICS AND BIOIMAGING (CHIB)

RESEARCH PROGRESS

INSTITUTE FOR BIOSCIENCE AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH (IBBR)
IMPACT: This unique facility is actively
developing vaccines to address serious
illnesses in conjunction with corporate and
government partners. It aims to benefit
patients and create economic development.
Located adjacent to the Universities at Shady
Grove along the I-270 bio-pharma corridor, the
IBBR is thriving. A partnership involving UMB,
UMCP, and the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, it recently received a grant to
develop and test therapies that could lead to a
cure for HIV infections. IBBR also has a $6 million
grant to develop a vaccine for hepatitis C and a
new project with Leidos Biomedical Research,

Inc., and the Frederick National Laboratory for
Cancer Research to develop a vaccine against
HPV, a common cause of cervical cancer.

CENTER FOR HEALTH-RELATED
INFORMATICS AND BIOIMAGING (CHIB)
IMPACT: Through its collaborative activities
with other UMB and UMCP investigators, CHIB
has generated significant external research
funding secured by the University of Maryland
Strategic Partnership: MPowering the State —
about $70 million.
CHIB uses computational tools to support
investigators at both universities with their
research. In one specific project, it is using
these tools to study virus evolution and screen
for possible biologic threats. CHIB is actively
developing new student programs in the
biomedical and data sciences.

CENTER FOR SPORTS MEDICINE,
HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
IMPACT: The center will advance the study of
nervous system injury and the neuroscience
of sports-related conditions, specifically
prevention, response, and recovery from
traumatic brain injury.

The center will showcase the power of the
University of Maryland Strategic Partnership:
MPowering the State by integrating research
in neuroscience and biomechanics associated
with sports injury and recovery. This center will
be located at College Park’s renovated Cole
Field House. It represents the first shared facility
created by the Strategic Partnership. More than
40,000 square feet of space will be dedicated to
traumatic brain injury research and orthopaedic
care. Faculty from both universities are actively
developing a plan for work in these areas.
SEE MORE ABOUT THE CENTER ON PAGE 4.

INNOVATION SEED GRANTS
IMPACT: During the past decade, the seed
grant program has supported some 65 projects
involving 160 students and researchers.
Using institutional funds, the partners have
used the program to promote promising
ideas involving cross-disciplinary and crossinstitutional research. The program predated
MPowering the State and helped launch
the partnership. It accounts for some of
the successful research proposals that won
external funding.
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During the past five years, the University
of Maryland Strategic Partnership:
MPowering the State has submitted
about 420 joint research proposals
securing nearly $120 million in funding.
Before MPower, there were only four
joint proposals, so there has been a
hundredfold increase.

UM VENTURES:
SHEPHERDING THE NEXT BIG IDEAS
UM Ventures is an entrepreneurial powerhouse dedicated to turning the big ideas of faculty and researchers at
the University of Maryland, College Park (UMCP) and the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) into reality.

This initiative of the University of Maryland
Strategic Partnership: MPowering the State
focuses in part on commercializing university
discoveries through partnerships with the
private sector and helping them grow the
state’s economy.
“Our researchers make discoveries every day,”
says James L. Hughes, MBA, co-director of UM
Ventures and chief enterprise and economic
development officer and vice president at
UMB. “We’re bringing these inventions out of
the lab and into the market, where they can
have a local and a global impact.”
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• IonQ, a UMCP spinout leading the race to
create the first quantum computer, closed a
$20 million round of funding led by Google
Ventures and New Enterprise Associates.
• BioGen purchased a Phase III-ready
stroke therapeutic from a UMB startup for
$120 million.
• MF Fire, which leveraged technology from
UMCP’s Department of Fire Protection
Engineering to create the first smart, cleanburning wood stove, has grown sales and
received the first investment from the newly
launched Maryland Momentum Fund.

In fiscal year 2017, UM Ventures tallied more than
300 potential inventions from faculty, with more
than 60 licensed to companies and 14 startup
companies. Recent success stories include:

• Living Pharma, a UMB cancer immunology
startup, was acquired by Maryland-based
Lentigen Technology, Inc.

• PaxVax began sales this year of Vaxchora,
invented by UMB faculty and the only cholera
vaccine approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for use in the country.

• Analytical Informatics, Inc., a UMB health
IT startup, was acquired by global health
technology leader Royal Philips of the
Netherlands.

• Harpoon Medical, a UMB startup developing
a pioneering device to repair heart valves,
has been acquired by Edwards Lifesciences,
the global leader in medical innovations for
structural heart disease.
“Turning invention into products that benefit society
is a critical component of our mission as a landgrant university,” says Julie Lenzer, co-director of
UM Ventures and UMCP associate vice president of
innovation and economic development. “Activating
the fearless ideas of our students and faculty will
help position the state as a hub of innovation and
job creation on the East Coast.”
Beyond fostering discoveries in industry and social
ventures and making connections between faculty
and industry, UM Ventures works to bring together
the expertise of both universities to help companies
operate day to day, including legal assistance from
the Francis King Carey School of Law, business
acumen from the Robert H. Smith School of
Business, and technical know-how from the A.
James Clark School of Engineering and the College
of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences.
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SERVICE TO
MARYLAND CITIZENS
In addition to the new projects launched
in 2017, such as the opioid use disorders
research collaboration and the policecommunity partnership (see page 3),
two older programs continue to provide
benefits to Maryland citizens.

SUPPORT, ADVOCACY, FREEDOM AND
EMPOWERMENT (SAFE) CENTER FOR
HUMAN TRAFFICKING SURVIVORS
IMPACT: Perhaps the first systematic, universitybased effort to serve victims of human trafficking,
which thrives along the I-95 corridor, the center
has helped more than 50 victims in its first 18
months and generated more than $1.7 million in
grants that will extend its impact. It has trained
more than 35 student interns.
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The SAFE Center is based in College Park,
because Prince George’s County is a major
center for human trafficking. Drawing on
expertise from both universities, it provides
comprehensive services and advocacy. It also
conducts research in this poorly studied field.
SEE MORE ABOUT THE CENTER ON PAGE 12.

AGRICULTURE LAW EDUCATION
INITIATIVE (ALEI)
IMPACT: Several hundred family farmers have
received information and training to help them
navigate complex matters such as estates and
trusts, regulatory compliance, food safety, and
other aspects of agriculture law. The program
plans to add new subjects next year and strives
to broaden the knowledge of students in the
fields of agriculture and law.
The ALEI partnership reaches Maryland’s
agricultural community through in-person
training, publications, social media alerts, and
formal classroom education. Popular subjects
include transmission of farms to heirs and food
safety. ALEI also holds annual conferences on
agriculture and environmental law.

UM SCHOLARS 2017 STUDENT RESEARCH DAY

ACADEMIC ADVANCES
AND BENEFITS TO STUDENTS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LAW (MSL)
IMPACT: Designed to provide specialized
legal workplace knowledge for working
professionals, this 2-year-old program has
graduated 29 students and has 103 enrollees.
Launched in 2015, the program targets
working professionals in private, government,
and not-for-profit fields involving extensive
regulation where legal knowledge can
advance their careers. The program offers five
specialties — health care, environmental, patent,
cybersecurity, and homeland security and crisis
management law. It is taught in College Park

and online by faculty from the University of
Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law at
UMB, allowing students — particularly in the
Washington, D.C., area — to earn their degrees
on a part-time basis.

MLAW: UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN LAW
IMPACT: About 300 UMCP students participate
each year in this intensive legal studies program.
Though not solely for pre-law students, it does
provide a pipeline for professional training. It
reaches a wide range of students in 10 UMCP
schools and colleges, including those interested
in law enforcement and national security. It
provides professional opportunities not usually
available to undergraduates.
UMCP and Carey School of Law faculty
(including the dean) teach a variety of subjects
such as immigration and crime, environmental
law and justice, gender in the legal profession,
and families and communities. The program
offers a minor and a living-learning component.

BIOENGINEERING CAPSTONE DESIGN
COURSE AND BIOENGINEERING CLINICAL
EXPERIENCES FOR UNDERGRADUATES
IMPACT: The bioengineering capstone design
course has successfully teamed undergraduates
at UMCP with mentors at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine at UMB. Among
its successes in 2017: patent applications for an
improved airway device for use in emergencies
and a system that prevents removal of medical
devices by patients.
The capstone program connects senior UMCP
bioengineering students to UMB’s clinical
settings. A new program will launch in 2018,
exposing a broader range of undergraduates
to a variety of Baltimore’s clinical settings.
These experiences spark innovation and
enhance educational impact.

UM SCHOLARS PROGRAM
IMPACT: Research projects aid in expanding
undergraduate and graduate students’
knowledge and help them make career choices.
This mentored program connects students from
both universities with faculty at the other. It takes
advantage of each institution’s unique offerings.
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The University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership: MPowering the State
has developed a series of academic
programs that have enriched student
learning, strengthened the path to
professional degrees, created degree
programs, and expanded offerings at
both universities. It is helping to meet
high-level workforce needs.

SAFE CENTER:
HELPING THE VULNERABLE
With its location along the I-95 corridor and proximity to major cities up and down the East Coast, the
state of Maryland has been described as a hub of human trafficking. The University of Maryland Support,
Advocacy, Freedom and Empowerment (SAFE) Center for Human Trafficking Survivors has been assisting
sex and labor trafficking victims, some of the most vulnerable and invisible people in our communities.

An initiative of the University of Maryland
Strategic Partnership: MPowering the State,
the SAFE Center provides bilingual case
management, mental health, legal, and other
services, and has helped more than 50 human
trafficking survivors since opening in May 2016.
The SAFE Center serves adults and children who
have been victims of sex or labor trafficking.
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The SAFE Center also engages in research,
policy development, and advocacy in this
important area and plays a leadership role in
the Prince George’s County and Montgomery
County human trafficking task forces. Students
at the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB)
and the University of Maryland, College Park
(UMCP) are actively involved in the center and
its research projects.

“A holistic approach is essential for human
trafficking survivors to recover from the
trauma, as they need more than legal
assistance,” says center founder and director
Susan Esserman, JD, a faculty member in the
schools of social work and law at UMB and the
School of Public Policy at UMCP.
Along with the Prince George’s County
Police Department, the SAFE Center recently
received a joint three-year grant totaling more
than $1.3 million from the U.S. Department
of Justice Office for Victims of Crime and
the Bureau of Justice Assistance to enhance
victim-centered and coordinated approaches
to fighting human trafficking.

BEN CARDIN, NANCY KOPP, SUSAN ESSERMAN, AND CHRIS VAN HOLLEN
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ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP:
MPOWERING THE STATE

To read more on the University of
Maryland Strategic Partnership:
MPowering the State,
visit mpower.maryland.edu.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK

The University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership: MPowering the State is a
collaboration between the state of Maryland’s
two most powerful public research institutions:
the University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB)
and the University of Maryland, College Park
(UMCP). It leverages the sizable strengths
and complementary missions of both
institutions to advance interdisciplinary
research, create opportunities for students,
and solve important problems for the people
of Maryland and the nation. Working together,
UMB and UMCP achieve innovation and impact
through collaboration.

The University of Maryland Strategic
Partnership Act of 2016 strengthened and
formalized the structured relationship between
UMB and UMCP, which began in 2012. The law
deepens the alliance and energizes UMB and
UMCP to pursue even greater transformative
change and impact, far surpassing what each
institution could do independent of each other.
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE

AT A GLANCE
LEADERSHIP

CURRENT PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES

Wallace D. Loh, PhD, JD

Agriculture Law Education Initiative (ALEI)

PRESIDENT, UMCP

Jay A. Perman, MD
PRESIDENT, UMB

Bioengineering Capstone Design Course
and Bioengineering Clinical Experiences for
Undergraduates
Center of Excellence in Cochlear Implants

JOINT STEERING COUNCIL
Michele Eastman, MA, MEd
ASSISTANT PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OF STAFF, UMCP

Bruce Jarrell, MD, FACS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST, AND
DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL, UMB

Mary Ann Rankin, PhD
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST, UMCP

Roger Ward, EdD, JD, MPA
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CHIEF ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICER,
VICE PRESIDENT, OPERATIONS AND PLANNING,
AND VICE DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL, UMB

Center for Health-Related Informatics
and Bioimaging (CHIB)
Center for Sports Medicine, Health
and Human Performance
Collaborative Research Proposals
Cryo Electron Microscopy
Health Informatics and Data Science Specialty
for Undergraduates
Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology
Research (IBBR)

Maryland Center of Excellence in Regulatory
Science and Innovation (M-CERSI)
Master of Science in Law Program (MSL)
MLAW: Undergraduate Programs in Law
National Institute for Innovation in
Manufacturing Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL)
Opioid Use Disorders Collaborative Research
Policing Partnership
Robert E. Fischell Institute for Biomedical
Devices
SAFE Center for Human Trafficking Survivors
School of Nursing 2+2 program and Pathway
to Nursing
Social Work Program Expansion at Shady Grove
University of Maryland Center for Economic
and Entrepreneurship Development (UMCEED)

Joint Research and Innovation Seed Grant
Program

UM Scholars

Maryland Blended Reality Center

UM Ventures/Center for Maryland Advanced
Ventures (CMAV)
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Adrianne M. Arthur, CPSM
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP,
MPOWERING THE STATE

410.706.5279 I aarthur@umaryland.edu

